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The…………..at the beginning of '-ject' shows that it is a suffix.

dot  slash dash hyphen

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The color of that flower is a……………..of red and yellow.

               

combine  combined combination combinable

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The chair which is near you is a new one. 'Which is near you' is a(n)……………… .

              

 verb prefix

 adverb clause  adjective clause

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

An example of a word that contains all three elements is 'impolitely'. 'That' refers to………… .

        

a word elements contains an example

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Being able to speak English gave him a head start over other students. 'Head start' means………… .

          

failure tiredness advantage disadvantage

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The passenger couldn't understand what they said because they spoke a foreign………….. .

 lip tooth tongue mouth

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To sum up English is extraordinarily well endowed………….words.

at with up off

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The police thought the boy was guilty, but evidence put him in the……………… .

             

clear to clear cleared clearly

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some people indulge in watching television. 'Indulge' means……………. .

   

hate enjoy forget  forgive

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many people …………..in the conference.

participates  participation participating  participated

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In reading for gist we read ………….text to gain a general idea or impression of it.

            

 half of the whole a part of   a sentence of

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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One of the old people's ……………is gardening.

pursues pursued pursuable pursuits

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend's silence implied agreement. 'Implied' means……………. .

   

suggested indirectly suggested directly

rejected changed

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The……………..of the students to the others is easy to see. They are better than the others.

laziness weakness superiority inferiority

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Rather than use guessing to describe what we are doing when we read, we say we are inferring.

'Rather than' means…………. .

because of  better than worse than instead of

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As we read we skip many words, yet we still………..the message.

lose understand

do not gain do not understand

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The adjective of the word "deduce" is……………… .

deduces deduction  deducible  deducibly

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The thief had stolen some old objects.

Some old objects had been…………by the thief.

stolen  steal steals stole

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are some words of Latin origin in English. 'Origin' means…………….. .

    

source  search sauce  soil

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Between the two sizes of abridged and unabridged dictionary is the……….......….dictionary, which

includes enough detail for most university students.

pocket pocket college-level small-level

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choosing the best definition is often a very difficult task. 'Choosing' means……………. .

      

selecting  changing  correcting improving

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The suffix '-y' in the word "skinny" means…………….. .

      

after full of  before  without

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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There are no constraints on your choice of subject for the essay. 'Constraints' means…………… .

      

limits unities avoidance acceptance

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I'm trying to…………..Mr. Smith. Do you know where he is?

locates locate located location

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In educational institutions the libraries are…………'lending' and 'reference'.

or but neither both

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix 'under-' in the word "understand" means…………….. .

    

in over at below

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If she……….me an invitation, I would surely accept it.

 send sent sends had sent

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We retained the original fireplace when we decorated the room. 'Retained' means…………. .

     

kept destroyed changed threw away

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Learning is time-consuming, needing proper experience through extensive reading, practice, and

discussion with others. 'Proper' means…………. .

correct vague wrong incorrect

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Interference which can affect your capacity to memorize must be minimized. 'Which' refers

to…………… .

 you    affect capacity interference

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The doctor may………….me to take a complete rest.

       

advice advise advisable advisably

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Peter is…………….of Mary's success. He is completely sure about it.

convince convinces convinced  convince to

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We should try to exploit solar energy in our daily lives. 'Exploit' means…………. .

            

use useful   usefully usefulness

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He is still…………..to join the company. He hasn't decided yet.

   

hesitate hesitates hesitating hesitated

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Graphs, charts, formulae, and dates are best learned and memorized word for word with

deliberate attempt to remember their visual or mental pictures using flashcards. 'Attempt'

means………… .

  

eject try removal failure

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Nothing………..him. He is always complaining.

   

satisfies satisfaction  satisfactory satisfactorily

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Questioning demands that you do not merely accept whatever you are in a class lesson. 'Merely'

means…………… .

   

also both either        only

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

For this course a pass in English at grade 10 is acceptable. 'Acceptable'  here means…………… 

  

 satisfy satisfactory  satisfaction satisfactorily

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A………….job is believed to be a factor in several illnesses.

     

 stress distressful stressfully stressful

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence "It is important to know the type of questions because the manner of answering

them varies from type to type" , there are…………pronouns.

     

no  one two three

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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